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BETTER,
FASTER,
AND
STRONGER

FROM THE EDITOR

A wedding or any occasion, in fact spans just a few hours.
However, the preparations for the same span months and
the memories created span a lifetime! This month we've
made a trending, high end magazine to familiarize you with
different ways to live a healthy, fashionable and hygienic
life. We are publishing exclusive pages that will answer all
your questions in every aspect and give you the right
perspective on pre-wed preparations. More diverse and
inclusive approach makes this months magazine a modern
KTK  "Knit the Knot".
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Healthy Wedding Menu For Diet
Conscious Wedding Guests

Food forms an essential part of every Indian wedding. The food served in
Indian weddings is quite sumptuous and grand. However, people nowadays
have become extremely health-conscious. They no longer prefer gorging on
dishes laden with oil even if it’s for a single day. Check out some healthy
food options below.
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01

02

Vegetarian Cassoulet
Brown Rice
Sorghum Dosa / Rawa Idli
Bajra Roti
Semolina Pasta With Broccoli 

Spicy Bean Soup.
Healthified Broccoli
Cheddar Soup
Ginger-Carrot Soup
Mushroom-Caraway Soup

Coconut, Cherry and Vanilla
Bean Ice Pops
Ghee Moong Dal Halwa
Watermelon Slushies
Strawberry Frozen Yogurt
Garlic Kheer

03

04

STARTERS

Tomato Peach Salad with
Ricotta
Cubed Watermelon, Cucumber
and Feta Salad
Grilled Polenta Crackers with
Roasted Pepper Salsa

SWEETS

SOUP

MAIN COURSE
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Try out Garlic Kheer this summer as garlic.
Soak garlic in vinegar for 25 minutes so that

the flavor of garlic doesn't overpower the
kheer.



Applying a freshly cut
mango on your face
helps in reducing

pigmentation & dark
spots.

A cold shower can
help relieve

depression and also
helps keep your skin
and hair healthier.

Women who walk for
an hour each day

reduce their chances
of getting breast
cancer by 15%.



Trending No Sugar Chocolate
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LUXURIOUS FACE
OILS & SERUMS A
BRIDE-TO-BE
MUST GET HER
HANDS ON

Beauty oils are a must-haves in a woman's daily beauty routine
and should be quite essential if you're a bride-to-be. Your skin
care routine pre, during and after wedding must include regular
use of sinfully aromatic oils which are also the ultimate food for
your skin.
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The Estee Lauder - Advanced Night
Repair is infused with real 24k gold
flakes which helps provide the skin a
radiant and healthy glow! Many makeup
artists swear by this potion to use it
before makeup application for a fresh
and seamless makeup finish.

This face oil by Clarins'
is an exclusive blend of
naturals herbs like
rosemary, geranium
and lotus extracts,
which purify the skin,
tighten pores and
refine skin texture. It
seals in moisture to
prevent fine lines and
moisture loss.

The Body Shop Oils of Life is an all
organic tonic made to revitalize and
repair skin from within. It helps to
enhance the quality of skin making it
look fresh and healthy. It has quick
absorbing abilities leaving skin with a
plump and velvety-soft finish.
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Shimmer Smokey Eyes are
back in trend
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OHIO SALON
B1, A37, B- BLOCK MARKET

Sec 51 Noida, UP

For more information:
Phone: 0120 422 2710

Email : care@ohiosalon.in



After cleaning your
face, use some ice
to close the pores
so that the face
isn’t sweaty or

oily.

If you have
Blackheads on nose
and face, whip the

white of an egg into
a foam and apply it

over the affected
area.

Sleeping with
makeup on can
block the pores
and can cause

acne.



Rose Packed Bun



How to Infuse
Peppy 'Prints'

in Your
Wedding

Prints have become a go-to choice not just amongst brides but

decorators as well. While some are picking fancy Aztec & ikat prints

(to drape mandaps, tents and canopies), others are banking upon

evergreen floral prints (to deck up their photobooths, create

backdrops or even carpet the walkways and aisles). Here are some

fun ways to incorporate the magic of prints in your wedding decor.

Image Source - peppyprints.com



Why settle for those
boring dance floors,
aisles, and walkways
when you can opt for
printed stuff? Yes,
printed floors and
aisles are a thing
now and you just
can't give them a
miss.

If there's one thing that
can completely make
or break your table
settings, it's definitely
the table linen. So,
play wise and spread
over some printed
elegance on those
monotonous tables to
give them a colorful
makeover.

~Printed Table Linen

~Printed Floors, Aisles
and Walkways

Image Source - peppyprints.com
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To infuse patterns,use colors
that are of same intensity



 Season of adorable ceilings



DIY WEDDING
HAIRSTYLES

THE TWISTED

BUN

HOLLYWOOD

WAVES

THE HEART

BUN

Image Source- cosmopolitan.com



Classic French Twist With a
Cherry Bun on Top. Whether
you have short or long hair,
pull your hair back at the
base of your neck, twist it to
the right, and lay it against
your head with the ends
facing up.

Hollywood waves will add an
extra level of indulgence to your
statement look. Partner deep
wavy hair and glossy allure to
create a wavy hairstyle that
epitomizes super-feminine
bravura. Achieving a screen siren
style is simple now.

To make the doughnut in the
shape of a heart, all you have
to do is take a heart shaped
bun base and pull your hair
through the doughnut and
secure the bun as you usually
would, so it's as easy as our
favorite hangover hairstyle.
Tuck any excess hair
underneath the hair doughnut
with bobby pins and voila, the
heart-shaped bun is complete.
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Avoid Hot Showers if you want
your hair color to last longer



Contrary to the
popular belief
among women,

trimming of hair
never promotes

hair growth.

Lack of B Complex
Vitamins,

especially Vitamin
B12, can speed up

hair greying
process.

To optimize your
hair’s elasticity,
use a weekly

argon oil



Kevin.Murphy Smooth again
Anti-Frizz Treatment



011 4561 2222
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Ultimate Fusion Dresses

 Putting together your wedding trousseau pretty
much drains you out and you probably don’t have
the energy to think about the pre- and post-wedding
outfits. Fret not! All you need is some style
inspiration from these fab fusion wear that will not
just take your breath away, but will also make your
Mr. Right’s heart skip a beat!

Image Source- shree lifestyle



  Jacket style
blouses don’t just
look gorgeous, but
are extremely
functional too. You
can experiment
with length, based
on the lehenga
design. Jackets
work great with
well fitted fishtail
or flared out
lehengas.

The intricate pleating
of sarees is
incorporated in lehenga
design which is
essentially a skirt. Top
it off with a long
dreamy dupatta that
doubles up as a pallu.
This is an extremely
popular style with
brides this season.

The Anarkali dance-
style kurta paired
with a lehenga skirt
is just so royal that
one can’t get past it
without being awed!
Opt for contrasting
colors that make
you stand out
effortlessly on your
special day!

Image Source- shree lifestyle



Ribbon cut lehenga visually
makes you look in-shape



Beaded Shrugs



Whats 
your 

beard 
code?

The only question a man has to ask about facial hair these
days is which style to have. And that’s where this guide
covering everything from a full beard to a stubble comes
handy. Whether you’re a facial hair aficionado who fancies
a change of style or are currently clean-shaven and need a
beard-growing battle plan, here are the best beard styles to
suit both, your face and your personality.



Full Beard

Guys with oval faces will have no
problem making it work, but if you’ve
any other face shape, you may need
some creative trimming to ensure it
flatters. Slim, angular jaws and
narrow faces can be softened and
rounded out by keeping the sides
slightly longer.

A neatly trimmed beard will suit most
face shapes, though you may need
to tailor the angles to emphasise your
best features and downplay your
worst.

Perfect for guys with baby faces, a
sprinkling of stubble instantly adds
maturity and a sense of ruggedness,
making it the ideal option for those
who struggle to grow thick, full
beards. Stubble also tends to make
weak jaws look stronger and
provides good camouflage.

Short Beard

Stubble

Image Source- gillette.co.in
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096343 08346
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Faded Beard



Honey is the best thing that you can apply on your
beard. Honey & Lemon promote hair growth and it

helps in softening your beard.



Jewelry- Less is
more

Being an Indian bride and
tying the knot in a big fat desi
wedding means you gotta take
the extra glam route. Meaning
- wearing a lehenga is equal to
half your body weight and
jewelry that brightens the
whole room. Well, not really!
Haven't you heard ‘minimal’ is
the new trend? However,
getting the minimalistic look
right with lesser jewelry can be
a challenge for an Indian
bride. So for all you brides-to-
be who want to opt for a
minimal yet sophisticated look
for your wedding day, here are
certain options for you.

Image Source- seraphinedesign



You don't need
anything, just a
light weight
diamond set is
enough.

Single string kundan
matha patti to balance
statement choker.

No Nath look. To
balance wear a
statement
choker.

Image Source- seraphinedesign



Adding an extra layer of clothing
can make you look slimmer



Minimal ruby encrusted choker
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Your search for a perfect Indian wedding
magazine is over with Knit the Knot. It is a
free online wedding magazine featuring
the latest trends in weddings, with new
ideas, tips and advice decoration ideas,
wedding venue guides, honeymoon
destinations and more to help you plan
your dream wedding. Discover the best
options available to you in your budget to
make the day special.

Get in touch with us with your feedback and
queries at:

WEDAMOR

CONTACT US

contact@wedamor.com
 
 
7042350446 , 9319923666
Wedamor, C-2, 91Springboard,
Sector 1, Noida, UP-201301

Fb/wedammor wed.amor

The magazine gives
you an overview
about how to
maintain your
fashion and lifestyle
efficiently.

The magazine gives
you a perfect blend of
summer essentials
and stunning
wedding necessities.
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